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Abstract - In this paper, we propose two multisignature schemes 

with distinguished signing authorities. The two schemes are 

based on the discrete logarithm problem and based on the diffi

culty of finding the kth roots modulo a large prime p. Our 

schemes provide individual evidence to prevent confusion over 

authority due to malice and provide generation of the multisigna

ture possessing internal integrity. Moreover, the difference be

tween our schemes and Hwang et al.'s scheme is the method of 

exchange of data during the multisignature generation process. 

Comparisons show that the new schemes allow reducing compu

tation and communication costs, so they can be used widely in E
applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Digital signature schemes is a method which allows one 
party, the signer, to sign messages in such a way that everyone 
can verify the validity of authentic signatures, but no one can 
forge signatures of other messages [12]. These schemes pro
vide authentication, integrity and non-repudiation to digital 
communications. Digital signatures can be classified into two 
main categories: single signature and multiple signatures. The 
digital multisignature is analogous to an ordinary digital signa
ture. Instead of generating the digital signature by an individual 
signer with the knowledge of a single private key, the digital 
multi signatures are generated by multiple group members with 
the knowledge of multiple private keys [2]. Digital multisigna
tures can be classified into two classes: the multisignatures 
with undistinguished signing authorities and the multisigna
tures with distinguished signing authorities. 

The first multisignature scheme was introduced by Itakura 
and Nakamura [1], however in that scheme, all group members 
hold the same responsibilities of signing the document. In fact, 
there are some applications that need to use multisignatures 
with distinguished signing responsibilities. The first mul
tisignature scheme with distinguished signing authorities was 
introduced by Ham [2], and has been followed by many other 
research works [4-8]. 

Ham [2] has proposed a multi signature scheme with distin
guished signing authorities based on the discrete logarithm 
problem. In [4] proposed two ID-based multi signatures with 
distinguished signing authorities based on the difficulty of the 
factorization problem. In [6] proposed two multi signature 
schemes with distinguished signing authority based on RSA 
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and the discrete logarithm with composite modulus. However, 
those schemes were not a strong secure ones [9-13]. 

Li et al. [9] showed that Ham's scheme is not secure 
against their attack. Moreover, in Ham's scheme, no one is able 
to prove his own distinguished signing authority though he 
actually signed only for his partial content [5]. To guard against 
Li et al. 's attack without the help of CA (Certificate authority), 
a new multisignature scheme with distinguished signing au
thorities is proposed [5]. However, in their scheme, the compu
tation and communication costs for generation of the mul
tisignature will be significantly affected by the number of sign
ers in the group. It is very time-consuming for generation of the 
multisignature when the number of group members increases. 

In this paper, we propose two multisignature schemes with 
distinguished signing authorities. The two schemes are based 
on the difficulty of the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) [14, 
15] and based on the difficulty of finding roots modulo prime 
[16, 17]. Our schemes provide individual evidence to prevent 
confusion over authority due to malice. The new schemes also 
provide generation of the multisignature possessing internal 
integrity. Nobody participating in the schemes are able to form 
a valid multisignature that corresponds to reduced number of 
the signers. Moreover, the difference between our schemes and 
Hwang et al.'s scheme is a method of exchange of data during 
the multisignature generation process. Proposed method allows 
reducing computation and communication costs. 

We will organize this paper as follows: In section II, dis
crete logarithm problem, computing roots modulo prime and 
Hwang et al. 's scheme are reviewed. In section III, our new 
schemes are proposed. In Section IV, we provide a formal 
proof that our schemes are security and then performance eval
uation. Section V concludes the paper. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

A. Discrete Logarithm Problem [18] 
Let p and q be two large primes satisfying qIP - 1, and a a 

generator of order q over Zp. The discrete logarithm problem is, 
given an instance (y, p, q, a), where y = aX mod p for some x E 
Zq, to derive x. 

B. Computing Roots Modulo Prime [16,17] 
Difficulty of fmding roots modulo a composite number is 

used in some of the known DSSes: RSA and Rabin's DSS [18]. 



The main difference between the RSA and Rabin's DSS 
consists in the following [16, 17]. 

In RSA we have gcd(e, r;:i...n)) = 1, (gcd (e, p - 1) = 1 and 
gcd (e, q - 1) = 1), but in Rabin's DSS gcd(2, p - 1) i- 1 and 
gcd(2, q - 1) i- 1. Actually, the fact that 21.0 - 1 and 21 q - 1 re
quires to use some special algorithm to calculate the square 
roots. For some random prime p and large prime divisor kip - 1 
with probability very close to 1 the complexity of fmding k 
roots Va mod p ,  where a is one of the kth power residues 

modulo p, is sufficiently low. Indeed, if prime k is sufficiently 

large, then with high probability k does not divide .£..:.!. and it k 
is easy to find some value � such that k divides.£..:.!. + �, i. e. k 

.£..:.!. + � = hk, where h is an integer (note that k does not dik 
vide �). 

Then we have: 

..e.:.!. E=.!.+il 
a k == 1 mod p � a k == a� mod p � aM == d"d mod p , 

where d = gcd (�, p - 1). Let K= �'-I mod p - 1. Then we 
have: 

((alldt�"y ==a modp � allk ==(alldr�" 

With high probability the value d is sufficiently small and 
the dth root can be easily found, for example, using the method 
described in [16]. 

If e Ip -1, then the method described above does not 

work, i. e. in the case of the prime p = Nt' + 1 , where N is an 
even number and s � 2, computing the kth roots is difficult 
[16]. 

C Review a/Hwang et al. 's Scheme [5] 
In this section, we brief describe the multisignature scheme 

in [5]. The scheme consists of four phases: the key generation 
phase, the multi signature generation phase, the multisignature 
verification phase and evidence verification phase 

Ci. The Key Generation Phase 
Let p and q be two large primes satisfying qlP - 1, and a a 

generator of order q over Zp, 

Assume that the signing group is {V" V2, • • •  , Vn}. 

Xi E Z; : Secret key of each member Vj• 

x. 
y, = a' mod p: Public key of each member V,. 

n 

y = I1 y/' mod p :  The group public key. 
i=l 

C2. The Multisignature Generation Phase 
Supposed that the signing group {V" V2, . • .  , Vn} and the 

message mj be the partial message that Vj is responsible for. 
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1) Step 1. Each member V, selects a random integer 
* k. 

k, E Zq and computes r, = a' mod p and h(m;) for i = 
1, 2, . . .  , n. Then each member Vj broadcasts (r" h(mJ) 
to the other n-l members and a predetermined clerk C. 

2) Step 2. Each member V, computes the commitment 
n 

value r = Illjh(h(III, ),y;) mod p. The clerk also computes 
i=1 

the commitment value r. 
3) Step 3. Each member Vj finds the solution Sj satisfying 

Si = (xiY,H + rk,h(h(mi ),Ij )) mod q, where 

H = h(h(m) ) llh(mz) ... llh(mn)). Then each member Vj 
transmits his individual signature (rj, Sf) to the clerk . 

4) Step 4. The clerk verifies each the individual signature 
(r" s;) by means of the equation 

as, == y/,H Ijrh(h(ffI,),y;) mod q after receiving all of the in-

dividual signatures (r" sYs. If all of the individual sig
natures are legal, then the clerk generates the mul-

n 

tisignature (r, s) by computing s = L S, mod q. 
;=1 

Finally, (r, s) is the multisignature for the message M = 
mlllm211 ... limn. 

C3. The Multisignature Verification Phase 
The multi signature (r, s) is verified by means of the equa

tion as == yH r r mod p. 

C.4. The Evidence Verification Phase 
All of the individual signatures (r" Sj) can be used as evi

dence in the evidence verification phase. 

III. THE PROPOSED SCHEMES 

A. Our First Scheme 
Suppose that the signing group {V" V2, ... , Vn} wants to 

generate the multisignature for the message M = mdlm211 ... 
limn. The member V, is only responsible for the partial content 
m" for i = 1, 2, . . .  , n. 

A.i. The Key Generation Phase 
Assuming a group of n signers and a trusted clerk, the fol

lowing parameters are defined: 

1) Step 1: A trusted clerk chooses a large prime p, a prime 

divisor q correspondingly with q I(p - 1) , and a one-way 

hash function such as SHA-l (H= h(M)) [18]. 
2) Step 2: X" X2 , ... , Xn: group members' secret keys such 

that 1 < Xj < q, X, is selected randomly and known only 
by the member Vj• 

3) Step 3: Yh Y2 , ... , Yn: group members' public keys such 
x. 

that Yj = a' mod p is computed and published by the 
group members V, (a is generator of the cyclic group of 



order q E Z; ). Adding/deleting a member i requires add

ing/deleting the corresponding Yi by the clerk. 

4) Step 4: The clerk computes group public key Y for all 
n 

signers: Y = Ily/' modp . 
1=1 

A.2. The Mu/tisignature Generation Phase 
The scheme requires the clerk and other signing group 

members to carry out an exchange of data during the mul
tisignature generation process. 

1) Step 1: Each signer selects random number k; E Z; 
k 

and computes r, = a' mod p. Then each signer V, sends 
r, to the clerk. 

2) Step 2: The clerk computes the common randomization 
n 

value R = Ilr,h(III,) mod p and computes the values 
;=1 

E = h(RIIM) and H = h(h(m1 )llh(m2 )11 ... llh(mn )). 
Then he sends (E, H) to each of the signers. 

3) Step 3: Each signer computes its signature share s, as 
follows Sj = (kjh(mj)H + xjyjE)mod q. Then each 

signer V, sends Si to the clerk. 

4) Step 4: Once the clerk receives the individual signature 
(r" s) from i signers, he needs to verify the validity of 

this individual signature. The clerk check the signature 

of the individual as follows as; =.y/ ,Er,h(m;)H modp. 

If all of the individual signatures are legal, then the 
clerk generates the multisignature (R, S) by computing 

n 

S= L s; mod q. 
;=1 

Finally, (R, S) is the multisignature for the message M = 
m,llm211 ... limn. 
A.3. The Multisignature Verification Phase 

Prior to verifying the signature of a signed message, the pa
rameters (p, a, Y) are made available to the verifier in an au
thenticated manner. 

Verification of the multisignature is performed using the 
group public key Y. 

1) Step 1: Vsing the multisignature (R, S) to compute 

as' =. yE RH mod p . 

2) Step 2: Compare values S' and S. If S' = S, then the sig
nature is valid. Otherwise the signature is false. 

The partial contents of the message mdlm211 ... limn can be 
verified without revealing the whole document. If the verifier is 
only allowed to read the partial content mi, then he will receive 
h(m,)llh(m2)11 ... llh(m,_allmillh(m,+all ... llh(mn) to verify the mul
tisignature (R, S). 
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A.4. The Evidence Verification Phase 
All of the individual signatures (r" Si) can be used as evi

dence. To show that member Vi is responsible for signing only 
for the partial content m" (R, S), (r" s,) and M= mdlm211 ... limn 
are verified by as =. yE RH mod p and 

as, =. y/iE Ijh(n1,)H mod p .  If the two equations are satisfied, 

member Vi is responsible for signing only for the partial con

tent mi because the equation as, =. y/iE Ijh(n1,)H mod p shows 

the relationship between the whole document, the partial con
tent m" and member V,. 

B. Our Second Scheme 
Suppose that the signing group {V" Vb . . .  , Vn} wants to 

generate the multisignature for the message M = m,llm211 ... 
limn. The member Vi is only responsible for the partial content 
mi, for i= 1, 2, ... , n. 

B.l. The Key Generation Phase 
Our scheme uses the prime modulus having the structure 

p = Nq2 + 1, where q is a large prime (Iql � 160) and N is such 

even integer that Ipl � lO24 bits. 

Assuming a group of n signers and a trusted clerk, the fol
lowing parameters are defmed: 

1) Step 1: A trusted clerk generates a large prime p, a 
prime divisor q having the structure p = Nq + 1 corre-

spondingly with ll(p -1), and a one-way hash func

tion such as SHA-l (H= h(M)). 
2) Step 2: x), X2 , ... , Xn: group members' secret keys such 

that 1 < x, < q, Xi is selected randomly and known only 
by the member V,. 

3) Step 3: y" Y2 , ... , Yn: group members' public keys such 

that Y; = x,q mod p is computed and published by the 

group members Vi. Adding/deleting a member i re
quires adding/deleting the correspondingYi by the clerk. 

4) Step 4: The clerk computes group public key Y for all 
n 

signers: Y = Il y/' mod p . 
i=1 

B.2. The Mu/tisignature Generation Phase 
The scheme requires the clerk and other signing group 

members to carry out an exchange of data during the mul
tisignature generation process. 

1) Step 1: Each signer selects random number k; E Z; 
and computes r, = k, q mod p . Then each signer V, 

sends ri to the clerk. 

2) Step 2: The clerk computes the common randomization 
n 

value R = Ilr,h(III,) mod p and computes the values 
i=1 



E = h(R IIM) and H = h(h(ml )llh(m2 )11 ... llh(mn » . 
Then he sends (E, H) to each of the signers. 

3) Step 3: Each signer computes its signature share s, as 

follows s, = xf ki H mod p and then each signer V, 

sends Si to the clerk. 

4) Step 4: Once the clerk receives the individual signature 
(ri' s,) from i signers, he needs to verify the validity of 

this individual signature. The clerk check the signature 

of the individual as follows Siq '" y/iE r;h(lIli)H mod p. If 

all of the individual signatures are legal, then the clerk 
generates the multisignature (R, S) by computing 

n 

s= TI s; modp 
i=l 

Finally, (R, S) is the multisignature for the message M = 
m,llm211 ... l imn. 

B.3. The Multisignature Verification Phase 
Prior to verifying the signature of a signed message, the pa

rameters (p, q, Y) are made available to the verifier in an au
thenticated manner. 

Verification of the multisignature is performed using the 
group public key Y. 

1) Step 1: Vsing the multisignature (R, S) to compute 

s,q ",yERH modp. 

2) Step 2: Compare values S' and S. If S' = S, then the sig
nature is valid. Otherwise the signature is false. 

The partial contents of the message m,llm211 ... l imn can be 
verified without revealing the whole document. If the verifier is 
only allowed to read the partial content m" then he will receive 
h(ml)llh(m2)11 ... llh(m;_I)llm,llh(m;+I)II .. ·llh(mn) to verify the mul
tisignature (R, S). 

B.4. The Evidence Verification Phase 
All of the individual signatures (r" s) can be used as evi

dence. To show that member V; is responsible for signing only 
for the partial content m" (R, S), (r" s,) and M = m,llm211 ... l imn 

are verified by sq = yE RH mod p and 

Si q '" y/,E r;h(ff1,)H mod p .  If the two equations are satisfied, 

member V; is responsible for signing only for the partial con

tent m, because the equation Siq '" y/;Er,h(IIl;)H mod p shows 

the relationship between the whole document, the partial con
tent m" and member V,. 

IV. ANAL YSIS OF OUR SCHEMES AND DISSCUSION 

A. Correctness 
Theorem 1 (our first scheme): The signature (R, S) is a 

valid multisignature for the message M = mtllm211 ... l imn. 

Proof: Indeed, using as' '" yE RH mod p we get: 
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n n n n 

S' ,2: 05, 2: (h(m,)k;H+x,y,E) 2: k;h(IIl,)H 2: x,y;E 
a = a,=1 = a;=1 = a,=1 a,=1 

n n n n 
= nak;h(III,)Hnax,y;E = nr;h(m,)Hny/,E 

,=1 i=1 i=1 i=1 

=RHyE modp=aS 

�S'=S. 

Theorem 2 (our second scheme): The signature (R, S) is a 
valid multisignature for the message M = m,llm211 ... l imn. 

Proof: Indeed, using s,q '" yE RH mod p we get: 

n n 
s,q = n(x/k,H)q = n(x/)q(kiH )q 

i=1 i=1 

=yERH =yERH modp=Sq 
�S'=S. 

B. Security Analysis o/Our Schemes 
Our schemes can prevent Li et aJ.'s attack, as showed [3, 

5]. 

For our schemes, the participants of the schemes have sig
nificant more possibilities to attack the schemes than outsiders. 

B.l. The First Scheme 
The first attack: Suppose that n - I signers that share some 

multisignatue (R, S) with the n-th signer are attackers trying to 
calculate the secret key of the n-th signer. The attackers know 
the values rn and Sn generated by the n-th signer. This values 

. f h 
. 05 Y E h(IIl)H d h h satJs y t e equatIOn a" = Yn " rn " mo p , w ere t e 

values r n and E are out of the attackers control, since the value 
k 

rn = a n 
mod p, where kn is a random number generated by the 

n-th signer, and E is the output of the hash function algorithm. 
It is supposed that a secure hash function is used in the proto
col; therefore the attackers are not able to select the value R 
producing some specially chosen value E. This means that, 
computing the secret key requires solving the DLP, i.e. , i) to 
find kn log,}" n and then compute 

xn = (Yn Er l (sn - knh(mi )H)mod q or ii) to compute Xn = 

logar'n mod p. If attackers determines the value of kn (or xn) 
first, then attackers has to overcome the challenges of the dis
crete logarithm problem and one-way hash function. 

The second attack: Suppose that n - I signers attempts to 
create a multisignatue (R, S) corresponding to n signers owning 

n-I 
the public key Y = Yy�" mod p, where Y' = TI y{i mod p, i. e. 

i=1 
n -1 users unite their efforts to generate a pair of numbers 

(R, S) such that RH = as y-E mod p = as (Yy�" rE mod p. Sup

pose that they are able to do this. Thus, under our assumption 
the group forger (i.e. the considered n - I users) is able to cal
culate a multisignatue (R', S') corresponding to public key 

Y = Yy;;;' mod p, where (R', S') is individual signature of the 

n-th user and y'n is some hypothetic public key having the value 



y;;;' = y/" (yy' mod p. It is an extremely difficult problem 

to find y'n [3, 5]. 

In this scheme, the signers generates only its share in the 
multi signature that corresponds exactly to the given document 
and to the assigned set of n users. Besides it is computationally 
difficult to manipulate with shares Sl, Sz, . . .  , s'" and compose 
another signatures, relating to some different set of users. This 
fact imparts on the scheme the property of the internal integri
ty. 

B.2. The Second Scheme 
The proof is similar to the proof in the first scheme. 

C. Performance Evaluation 

C.l. Computational Costs 
In this subsection, we use notations as showed in [5]. MEp 

denotes one modular exponentiation operation modular p. MMq 
(MMp) denotes one modular multiplication operation modular 

q (or p). T H denotes the computation cost of the hash function 
H. The computational costs required in the our proposed 
schemes are measured by the total caculations for group public 
key generation, multisignatures generation, and multisignatures 
verification, respectively. 

1) Our fust scheme 

Group public key generation: n(MEp) 

Multisignatures generation: n(MEp); n(MEp) + (n + 2)(TH); 
2(MMq) + n(TH); 3n(MEp) + 3n(MMq) + n(TH)' 

Mutisignature verification: 3(MEp) + I(MMq) + 2(TH)' 

2) Our second scheme 

Group public key generation: n(MEp) 

Multisignatures generation: n(MEp); n(MEp) + (n + 2)(T H); 
n(MEp) + 2(MMp); 3n(MEp) + 3n(MMp) + n(TH)' 

Mulsignature verification: 3(MEp) + I(MMp) + 2(TH)' 

3) Hwang et al. 's scheme 

Group public key generation: n(MEp) 

Multisignatures generation: n(MEp) + n(TH); n(n + 
1)(MEp) + 2n(n + 1)(TH); 2(MMq) + n(TH); 3n(MEp) + 
3n(MMq) + 2n(TH)' 

Mutisignature verification: 3(MEp) + I(MMq) + 2(TH)' 

Comparison of computational costs between the proposed 
schemes and the scheme of [5] is shown in Table I. 

TABLE I. COMPUTATIONAL COMPARJSON OF THE PROPOSED 
SCHEMES AND THE SCHEME OF [5] 

Scheme Total 
The first scheme (6n + 3)(MEp) + (3n + 3)(MMq) + (3n + 4)(TfI) 
The second scheme (7n + 3)(MEp) + (3n + 3)(MMp) + (2n + 4)(TfI) 

Hwang et al. 's scheme (n' + 6n + 3)(MEp) + (3n + 3)(MMq) + (2n' + 5n 

+ 4)(T fI) 
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C. 2. Size of Our Schemes 
Our proposed schemes has two options for use of the mul

tisignature. 

If using value R as the fust part of the multi signature, then 
the pair of numbers (R, S) is the multisignature. 

The size of the fust scheme is IRI + lS i � I p i + Iql· 
The size of the second scheme is I RI + IS I � l pl + l pl . 
If using value E as the fust part of the multi signature, then 

the pair of numbers (E, S) is the multisignature. 

The size of the fust scheme is lEI + lS i . 
The size of the second scheme is lEI + IS I . 
Comparison of size of the multisignature between the pro

posed schemes and the scheme of [5] is shown in Table II. 

TABLE II. COMPARJSON OF SIZE OF THE MUL T1SIGNATURE BETWEEN 
THE PROPOSED SCHEMES AND THE SCHEME OF [5] 

Scheme 
The first scheme 

The second scheme 

Hwang et al. 's scheme 

The first option 

IRI+ISI 
IRI+ISI 
IRI+ISI 

C.3. Communication Costs 

The second option 

The communication costs required in the proposed schemes 
are measured by the total number of data transmission during 
the multisignature generation process (i.e. requires the clerk 
and other signing group members to carry out an exchange of 
data during the multisignature generation process). 

Comparison of total number of data exchange between the 
proposed schemes and the scheme of [5] is shown in Table III. 

TABLE III. COMPARJSON OF TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA EXCHANGE 
BETWEEN THE PROPOSED SCHEMES AND THE SCHEME OF [5] 

Scheme 
The first scheme 
The second scheme 
Hwang et al.'s scheme 

V. CONCLUSION 

Total 
3n 
3n 

n'+n 

In this paper, we proposed two multisignature schemes with 
distinguished signing authorities. Our new schemes provide 
individual evidence to prevent confusion over authority due to 
malice. Moreover, the new schemes provide generation of the 
multisignature possessing with internal integrity. 

In summary, as compared to Hwang et al.'s scheme, the 
proposed schemes have the following advantages: 

1) Allow to reduce computation and communication costs 
as showed in Table I and Table III. 

2) The size of the multisignatures are flexible as showed in 
Table II. 
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